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Abstract

Imagery texts are usually organized as a hierarchy of

several visual elements, i.e. characters, words, text lines

and text blocks. Among these elements, character is the

most basic one for various languages such as Western, Chi-

nese, Japanese, mathematical expression and etc. It is natu-

ral and convenient to construct a common text detection en-

gine based on character detectors. However, training char-

acter detectors requires a vast of location annotated char-

acters, which are expensive to obtain. Actually, the existing

real text datasets are mostly annotated in word or line level.

To remedy this dilemma, we propose a weakly supervised

framework that can utilize word annotations, either in tight

quadrangles or the more loose bounding boxes, for charac-

ter detector training. When applied in scene text detection,

we are thus able to train a robust character detector by ex-

ploiting word annotations in the rich large-scale real scene

text datasets, e.g. ICDAR15 [19] and COCO-text [39]. The

character detector acts as a key role in the pipeline of our

text detection engine. It achieves the state-of-the-art perfor-

mance on several challenging scene text detection bench-

marks. We also demonstrate the flexibility of our pipeline

by various scenarios, including deformed text detection and

math expression recognition.

1. Introduction

Understanding optical texts has a long history dating

back to the early twentieth century [34]. For a long time,

the attempts were made for texts of a few languages cap-

tured by very special devices, e.g. scanned English docu-

ments. With the growing popularity of smart phones, there

have been increasing demands for reading texts of various

languages captured under different scenarios.

We are interested in developing a common text extrac-

tion engine for various languages and scenarios. The first

step is to localize texts. It is not easy. Firstly, languages

differ in organization structures. For an example, English

∗Equal contribution. This work is done when Han Hu is at IDL, Baidu

Research.
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Figure 1: The visual hierarchies for various language texts under

different scenarios. Different languages and scenarios may differ

in hierarchy, but they are all formed by a basic element, character.

texts include visual blank separation between words, while

Chinese not. For another example, regular human language

texts are organized sequentially, while math expressions are

structural. Secondly, texts may differ in visual shapes and

distortions according to the individual scenarios. Neverthe-

less, all optical texts share one common property that they

are all formed by characters, as illustrated in Fig. 1. It is

natural and convenient that we base a common text detec-

tion framework on character detection.

When characters are localized, we can then determine

the structure of texts in a bottom-up manner. The atomicity

and universality of characters enable structure analysis for

various languages and scenarios, e.g., oriented / deformed

text lines and structural math expression recognition (see

representative samples in Fig. 1).

The training of character detectors require a vast of lo-

cation annotated characters. However, annotating charac-

ter locations is very inconvenient and expensive, because

the characters are small, easily gluing with each other and

blurry. Actually, most existing large scale real text image

datasets are labeled coarsely in word level, as illustrated in

Table 1.

In this paper, we propose a weakly supervised learning

framework to address the problem of lacking real charac-
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Dataset # im # word Real/Synth. Anno.

ICDAR13 [20] 462 1,944 Real char

ICDAR15 [19] 1,500 ∼12K Real word

SVT [41] 350 725 Real word

COCO-Text [39] ∼63K ∼174K Real word

IIIT 5k-word [30] N.A. 3000 Real word

Char90K [15] N.A. 9M Synth. char

VGG SynthText [7] 800K - Synth. char

Table 1: Popular datasets and their properties. Nearly all median

and large scale real datasets are annotated in word level.

ter level annotations. It utilizes word annotations as super-

vision source to train the character detectors. Specifically,

two alternative steps are iterated to gradually refine both the

character center mask and the character model, as illustrated

in Fig. 2. By applying this framework, we are able to train

a robust character model by exploiting rich samples in sev-

eral large scale challenging datasets, e.g. ICDAR15 [19]

and COCO-Text [39].

The character model acts as a key module to our text de-

tection pipeline. When applied to challenging scene texts, it

achieves the state-of-the-art performance on several bench-

marks, i.e. ICDAR13 [20], ICDAR15 [19] and COCO-

Text [39]. It is also proved applicable on various scenarios,

including deformed text line extraction and structural math

expression recognition.

1.1. Related Works

There have been numerous approaches for text detec-

tion. According to the basic elements they rely on, the ap-

proaches can be roughly grouped into five categories:

Character based As mentioned earlier, character is a nat-

ural choice to build common detection engines. Nearly all

existing character based methods rely on synthetic datasets

for training [37, 9, 40, 42, 17, 51], because of lacking char-

acter level annotated real data. However, synthetic data can-

not have a full coverage of characters from various scenes,

limiting the model’s performance in representing challeng-

ing real scene texts. Actually, none of the current top meth-

ods for the popular ICDAR15 benchmark [19] are based on

character detection. Recently, some sophisticated synthetic

technologies [7] have been invented that the synthetic text

images look more “real”. Nevertheless, real text images are

still indispensable in training more robust character models,

as we will show in our experiments.

Our pipeline is also character induced, but by incorpo-

rating a weakly supervised framework, we are able to ex-

ploit word annotations in several large scale real datasets to

strengthen the character model. Using this model as a key to

our pipeline, we achieve the state-of-the-art performance on

several challenging scene text detection benchmarks. The

Update Mask

Update Network

Detection Network

Figure 2: Illustration of our word supervision training approach

for a character model. Two alternative steps are conducted: giving

the current model, compute a response map which is then used

together with word annotations to get a character center mask (red

and green points); giving the character center mask, supervise the

training of character model.

pipeline is flexible for various scenarios such as deformed

texts and structural math expressions.

Text Line based Text line based methods directly esti-

mate line models. These methods are widely adopted in the

field of document analysis [29], where article layout pro-

vides strong priors. They are hard to be applied for non-

document scenarios.

Word based A merit of these methods is that the modern

object detection frameworks, such as faster RCNN [12] and

SSD [24], can be conveniently adjusted [16, 7, 25, 50]. Yet,

these methods are limited to languages which have word

representation and visual separation between the words.

Component based Early component or word fragment

based methods [13, 47, 14, 22, 43, 46, 18, 48] extract can-

didate text fragments by some manually designed features,

e.g. MSER [3] and SWT [5], and then determine whether

the fragments are real text or not. These methods once led

some popular competitions for well focused texts, e.g. IC-

DAR13 [20]. However, the performance of these methods

heavily degrades when applied to more challenging scenar-

ios such as ICDAR15 [19] where texts are captured acciden-

tally. In addition, as long as some texts are missed by the

manually designed features, they would never be recalled in

the subsequent steps.

Recently, some component based methods [49, 44, 8,

38, 35] attempt to learn text components by CNN feature

learning. The components are either representative pix-

els [49, 44, 8] or segment boxes [38, 35]. These methods

can learn from word annotations. In addition, text compo-

nent is also a basic visual element, which may also benefit

a common text detection engine. Nevertheless, our method

takes advantages over these methods in the following as-

pects: first, characters provide stronger cues, e.g., character
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Figure 3: Our pipeline. There are two modules, character detector

and text structure analysis. The pipeline is flexible for various

scenarios ascribed to the atomicity and universality of characters.

scales and center locations, for the subsequent text struc-

ture analysis module; second, character is a semantic ele-

ment, while component not. Thus our method is applicable

to problems where direct character recognition is needed,

e.g. match expression; third, our method can utilize loose

word annotations for training, e.g. bounding box annota-

tions in the COCO-Text dataset [39]. This is because our

method can refine character center labels during training.

For the above component based methods, their noisy labels

are fixed which may harm training.

2. Our Approach

2.1. Pipeline

The pipeline of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Given an image, we first detect characters on it. This

module is shared by various languages and scenarios. Its

performance is crucial for the whole pipeline. Instead

of using synthetic character data alone for training, we

strengthen it by exploiting word annotations from real scene

text datasets. The details of our basic character detector and

the word supervision method are presented in Section 2.2

and Section 2.3, respectively.

Then the detected characters are fed to a text structure

analysis module, which is application dependent. We han-

dle several typical scenarios. First is the sequential line, a

widely used text structure. We propose a unified method to

extract all of the horizontal, orientated and deformed text

lines. English text lines are optionally separated into words

for word based text recognition methods. Math expression

recognition is another scenario, where characters are non-

sequential. We first recognize all the detected characters

and then recover structures connecting characters/symbols

[11]. Details for text structure analysis are presented in Sec-

tion 2.4.

2.2. Basic Character Detector

The fully convolution neural network is adopted, which

has seen good performance on general object detection, e.g.,

SSD [24] and DenseBox [12]. Nevertheless, to be applied

for characters, several factors need to be taken into account.

First, characters may vary a lot in size on different images.

128
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+
128
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128
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+

128
conv

loss

input patch
3x224x224 conv1_1~conv2_2

conv3_3
256x56x56

conv4_3
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5kx56x56
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5kx56x56

128x28x28

128x56x56

Figure 4: Our basic detection network. The network inherits from

the VGG16 network model [36].

Some characters may be very small, e.g., 10 × 10 pixels in

an 1M pixel image. Second, texts may appear in very dif-

ferent scenarios, such as captured documents, street scenes,

advertising posters and etc, which makes the backgrounds

distribute in a large space.

To cope with the character size problem, we use fea-

ture maps with higher resolution to generate character re-

sponses. Specifically, it is 1/4 of the original image,

other than 1/16 or 1/32 used in general object detec-

tion [31, 24]. Cues from deeper stages with coarser res-

olutions are merged for better representation power. We

adopt the method in FPN [23] for such purpose, which

uses an eltsum layer to merge features from two stages with

2× resolution difference. It requires less parameters than

other methods, e.g., [26, 32, 21], for producing the same

number of feature maps. See Fig. 4 as an illustration.

The network inherits from the VGG16 network model [36].

conv5 features are 2× up-sampled by deconvolution and

merged with conv4 features by an eltsum layer. The elt-

sumed conv5-conv4 features are merged with conv3 features

in the same way. The produced feature maps are used for

both text/non-text classification and bounding box regres-

sion. 5k = (1 + 4)k score maps are generated, with 1 for

text/non-text classification, 4 for bounding box regression,

and k indicating the number of anchors. We use k = 3
anchors, representing characters with diagonal lengths of

24 pixels, 16 pixels and 12 pixels (on the 224 × 224 input

patch), respectively. The characters with diagonal lengths

of 0.7 ∼ 1.4 against the anchor’s are regarded positive.

To ease the background variation problem, we adopt a

two-level hard negative example mining approach for train-

ing. First is online hard negative mining [24]. All posi-

tives are used for loss computation. For negatives, only top

scored ones are used in loss computation that the ratio be-

tween negatives and positives is at most 3 : 1. Second is

hard patch mining. During training, we test all training im-

ages every 10k iterations to find false positives (using the

current character model). These false positives will be more

likely sampled in the successive mini-batch sampling pro-
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cedure.

Training 32 224 × 224 patches are randomly cropped

from training images to form a mini-batch. 50% of the

patches include characters. These positive patches are

cropped from training images according to a randomly se-

lected character and anchor, with some degree of trans-

lation/scale perturbation. The other 50% are randomly

cropped but with no texts. After 10k iterations, we start

to apply the hard patch mining procedure. For negative

patches, half training patches will be hard ones which

should include the current detected false positives.

Inference We conduct multi-scale test for an image. The

used scales are 2{0,−1,−2,−3,−4,−5}, respectively. Since

only down-sampling scales are involved, the computation

overhead is afforded, at about 1.5 times, compared to

single-scale test. NMS with IoU threshold of 0.5 is con-

ducted to produce the final characters. It should be noted

that multi-scale testing is indispensable for our basic de-

tector, since we use anchors with only 3 scales. Explor-

ing more efficient basic detector without the need for multi-

scale testing will be our future work.

2.3. Learning From Word Annotations

Overview As illustrated in Table 1, most real text image

datasets are annotated in word level, i.e. ICDAR15 and

COCO-Text. Each word is attached with a quadrangle (e.g.

ICDAR15) or a bounding box (e.g. COCO-Text) which

tightly surrounds it, as well as a word category. In this pa-

per, we suppose at least the bounding box of each word is

available. If further a quadrangle or the word category is

given, we use them to strengthen our word supervising pro-

cedure.

Our approach is inspired by [4] which successfully

learns object segments from bounding box annotations. It

is illustrated as Fig. 2. Two alternative steps are conducted:

given a character model, automatically generate the charac-

ter mask according to a word annotation; given a character

mask, update the character network. These two steps are

alternative in each network iteration. During the training,

the character masks and the network are both gradually im-

proved.

It is worth noting that the above procedure is only in-

volved in network training. The inference is the same as in

Section 2.2.

Character Mask Generation During forward and back-

ward of each mini-batch, the first step is to generate charac-

ter masks using the current character model and word anno-

tations, as illustrated in Fig. 5 (bottom). First, we make for-

ward using the current character model and get a set of can-

didate characters inside the annotated word bounding box.

We select real characters from these candidate characters by

maximizing score,

s = w · s1 + (1− w) · s2
= w ·

area(Bchars)
area(Banno)

+ (1− w) · (1− λ2

λ1

),
(1)

where Bchars represents the bounding box of selected char-

acters; Banno represents the annotated word bounding box;

area(·) denotes the area operator; λ1 and λ2 are the largest

and second largest eigenvalues of a covariance matrix C,

computed by center coordinates of selected characters; w is

a weight balancing the two score terms. We find the learn-

ing is insensitive to the choice of w, and it is set as 0.5 by

default. The first term of Eq. (1), s1, favors larger coverage

of selected characters to the annotated word bounding box,

while the second one, s2, prefers that all characters locate

on a straight line.

We use a similar approach as in [45] to approximately

maximize Eq. (1). Firstly, a maximum spanning tree [1],

M , is constructed from the character graph G, which is built

by the k-nn of all candidate characters with pair weights

defined by their spatial distances and the current text/non-

text scores,

wij = exp(−
d(i, j)

d
) · (ti + tj), (2)

where d is the average of all distances between k-nn nodes;

ti denotes the current text/non-text score of candidate i. It is

obvious that eliminating an edge in M equals to partitioning

the characters into two groups. For each partitioning, we

choose the group with larger score according to (1), and run

the partitioning procedure greedily and recursively until the

score (1) does not rise.

When a tight quadrangle or character number is given,

we can further improve generated character mask: for the

former, replacing computation of s1 in Eq. (1) by area ra-

tio of quadrangles; for the latter, adding a term to Eq. (1)

that the mask prefers equal character number compared to

ground truth.

Character Network Updating The generated character

mask can be used as ground truth to supervise network

training. We define a loss L̃ such that more reliable masks

contribute more, as,

L̃ = sL, (3)

where L represents a combination of the confidence loss

and localization loss commonly used in modern object de-

tection frameworks [31, 24]; s is the score computed by Eq.

(1).

Fig. 5 shows the gradually updated character masks dur-

ing training. During training, the character model is gradu-

ally improved.
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Figure 5: Updated character responses and the corresponding character masks during word supervised training on ICDAR15 datasets. The

initial model in the second column is trained by 5k warmup iterations on synthetic data alone. The 3 ∼ 6
th columns are responses during

the word supervised training, where the epoch number means for ICDAR15 datasets. For illustration, we use bounding box annotations

rather than the original quadrangles in training. Both the responses and character candidates are colored by their scores (indexed by

colormap in Matlab).

2.4. Text Structure Analysis

Given characters extracted by the methods in Section 2.2

and 2.3, we conduct text structure analysis for various sce-

narios, e.g., text lines, words, text blocks, math expressions,

and etc. Fig. 3 illustrates our text structure analysis methods

for these typical text structures. For text line based appli-

cations, we propose a method which can handle arbitrarily

deformed lines. The first step is to group characters. Then a

line model is estimated to describe the line. With the model,

we rectify the text line, which is usually required by mod-

ern sequential text recognition systems. Optionally, we sep-

arate lines into words. This is not necessary, but enables

word based text recognition methods.

Characters can also be employed for text block ex-

traction, e.g., document layout analysis [28], and non-

sequential text recognition, e.g., math expression recogni-

tion [10].

In the following, we briefly describe techniques used for

extracting text lines, which are frequently used in our ex-

periments. More details can be found in appendix.

Character Grouping We adapt the method in [37] to

group characters into text lines or blocks. Given characters

with score larger than a threshold, [37] first builds a k-nn

graph with each node denoting a character candidate. Unary

and pairwise costs are defined on the graph to achieve clus-

tering. The unary costs model relations between characters

and the text category, e.g. character scores. The pairwise

costs model relations between two characters, e.g. spatial

and scale distances. A greedy min-cost flow algorithm is

then conducted to obtain all character groups (see [37] for

details).

The method in [37] is designed for horizontal text lines

only. To be applied in oriented and deformed text lines,

we introduce a higher-order cost which models relations be-

tween three characters. To reserve the efficiency of pairwise

graph, we use character pairs instead of characters as graph

nodes. The character pairs are spatially close characters

with high scores and small spatial/scale distances. Then the

unary and pairwise costs in the old graph can be modeled as

unary costs in the new graph, while the higher order costs,

e.g. angle distance, can be modeled as pairwise costs in the

new graph. The same as in [37], We then conduct a greedy

min-cost flow algorithm on the new graph to achieve char-

acter grouping. It can handle oriented and deformed text

lines, ascribed to the introduction of higher-order costs.

Line Model Estimation and Rectification For each

character group, we fit three text line models with increas-

ing complexity. First is 0-order model. Text lines are ei-

ther horizontal or vertical. Second is 1-order model. Text

lines can be arbitrarily orientated. Last is a piecewise linear

model, where a restricted polygon is adopted to represent a

text line.

A model selection approach is conducted to choose a

model with best balance between fitting accuracy and model

complexity. Given the estimated model, we rectify the text

line using thin plate spline (TPS) [2] method, where the ver-

texes of the text line model are used as control points.

Word partition Some text recognition systems can pro-

cess only word inputs. To enable usage of such systems,

we optionally separate text lines into words. An LSTM [6]

based word blank detection method is applied on the recti-

fied text line. Words are separated accordingly.
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3. Experiments

In this section, we first do ablation studies on synthetic

data where character level annotations are provided. Both

our basic detector and the word supervision approach are

evaluated. Then we apply our character induced text detec-

tion pipeline on scene text benchmarks. Finally, we show

its applications to various scenarios.

3.1. Datasets and Evaluation

Four datasets are used in the experiments:

• VGG SynthText-part. The VGG SynthText

datasets [7] consist of 800,000 images, generated by a

synthetic engine proposed in [7]. The images have de-

tailed character-level annotations. For experiment effi-

ciency, we randomly select 50,000 images for training

and 5,000 images for validation. This subset is referred

to as VGG SynthText-part.

• ICDAR13. The ICDAR13 datasets [20] are from

the ICDAR 2013 Robust Reading Competition, with

229 natural images for training and 233 for testing.

The texts are annotated with character-level bound-

ing boxes, and they are mostly horizontal and well fo-

cused.

• ICDAR15. The ICDAR15 datasets [20] are from the

ICDAR 2015 Robust Reading Competition, with 1000
natural images for training and 500 for testing. The

images are acquired using Google Glass and the texts

accidentally appear in the scene without user’s prior

intention. All the texts are annotated with word-level

quadrangles.

• COCO-Text. The COCO-Text [39] is a large scale

dataset with 43,686 images for training and 20,000

for testing. The original images are from Microsoft

COCO dataset.

The VGG SynthText-part is mainly used for ablation

experiments. Both character-level and word-level evalua-

tions are conducted by using the PASCAL VOC style cri-

terion (≥ 0.5 Intersection-over-Union for a positive detec-

tion). For benchmark experiments on ICDAR13, ICDAR15

and COCO-Text, the evaluation protocols provided by the

datasets themselves are adopted. Specifically, for ICDAR13

and ICDAR15, we use the online evaluation system pro-

vided with the datasets. For COCO-Text, the protocol pro-

vided by the dataset is used for evaluation.

3.2. Implementation Details

The VGG16 model pretrained on the ILSVRC CLS-

LOC dataset [33] is adopted for all experiments.

Given different datasets, we train three character models.

The first is trained by synthetic character data alone, i.e. 50k
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our (2k+48k word, two)
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Figure 6: Character detection performance of our basic detec-

tion network, the faster RCNN and SSD methods on the VGG

SynthText-part datasets. Four variants of our method are pre-

sented. The first term in brackets indicates the used supervision

source. The second term indicates the used hard negative mining

strategy, with “one” representing one-level hard negative mining

and “two” representing two-level hard negative mining.

training images from VGG SynthText-part datasets. Second

is trained on 1k ICDAR15 training images plus 50k VGG

SynthText-part. 50% are sampled from ICDAR15 and the

others are sampled from VGG SynthText-part. The third

is trained on COCO and VGG SynthText-part, with mini-

batch also sampled half-half from the two datasets. These

three models are dubbed as “VGG16-synth”, “VGG16-

synth-icdar” and “VGG16-synth-coco”, respectively.

We use SGD with a mini-batch size of 64 on 4 GPUs (16
per GPU). A total of 50k iterations are performed for all

models. For the “VGG16-synth” model, 30k are at a learn-

ing rate of 0.001, and the other 20k at 0.0001. For other

models, 5k iterations with VGG SynthText-part character

supervision alone are first run for warming up. The learn-

ing rate is 0.001 at this stage. Then 25k and 20k iterations

are conducted using both character and word supervision at

learning rates of 0.001 and 0.0001, respectively. The weight

decay is set as 0.0005 and the momentum as 0.9.

For experiments on ICDAR13, ICDAR15 and COCO-

text, the text line generation and word partition approaches

introduced in Section 2.4 are applied to produce word local-

izations, which are required for evaluation of these bench-

mark datasets. For fair comparison, we tune hyperparame-

ters of the line generation algorithm on a small fraction of

training images, i.e. 50, for all character models.

3.3. Experiments on Synthetic Data

The VGG SynthText-part datasets are used.
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Evaluation of the Basic Character Detector We first

compare the proposed basic detection network presented in

Section 2.2 with the state-of-the-art algorithms in the field

of general object detection, e.g. faster RCNN [31] and SSD

[24]. For faster RCNN and SSD, we directly use the codes

provided by the authors.

Fig. 6 illustrates the precision-recalls of our basic net-

work, faster RCNN and SSD on character detection, re-

spectively. The main difference between our character net-

work with the state-of-the-art general object detectors is

that the feature maps used to produce character responses

is finer than that of general object detectors (1/4 vs. 1/16),

while maintaining sufficient representation power by merg-

ing cues from deeper stages. The large gap between our

basic network and general object detector demonstrates that

reserving resolution is crucial for character detection. The

two-level hard negative mining during training is also a plus

that the second level hard patch mining can bring a moder-

ate gain, as shown in Fig. 6.

Evaluation of Word Supervision Approach Three mod-

els are trained. The first is trained by randomly selected

2,000 images using character supervision. The second is

trained using character supervision of all the 50k images.

The third is trained using 2,000 character supervision im-

ages and 48,000 word supervision images. The training ap-

proaches are similar to those in 3.2.

From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the word-supervised

model performs superior to 2k characters trained model and

the performance degradation against the full 50k characters

trained model is insignificant, demonstrating the effective-

ness of our word supervision approach in exploiting weak

word annotations for character model training.

3.4. Experiments on Scene Text Benchmarks

We apply our text detection approach on three real

challenging scene text benchmarks: ICDAR13 [20], IC-

DAR15 [19] and COCO-Text [39]. These benchmarks are

all based on word-level evaluation. Hence, the text line

generation and word partition methods are involved. In the

line model estimation step, we only use 0-order and 1-order

models as nearly all text lines have up to orientation defor-

mation.

Table 2, 3 and 4 show the performances of differ-

ent methods on the ICDAR13, ICDAR15 and COCO-Text

datasets. Our approach outperforms previous state-of-the-

art methods by a large margin.

On ICDAR13, we achieve 90.34% F-measure, which is

2.65% higher than the second best one, i.e. CTPN [38].

On the more challenging ICDAR15 datasets, images are

more likely to suffer from blurry, perspective distortion, ex-

treme illumination, and etc. Our best model achieves a f-

measure of 78.16%, with a large margin over the previous

Method Recall Precision F-measure

MCLAB-FCN [49] 79.65 88.40 83.80

Yao et al. [44] 80.22 88.88 84.33

Gupta et al.[7] 75.5 92.0 83.0

Zhu et al. [51] 81.64 93.40 87.13

CTPN [38] 82.98 92.98 87.69

our (VGG16-synth) 82.41 91.95 86.92

our (VGG16-synth-icdar) 87.53 93.34 90.34

Table 2: Performances of different methods on ICDAR13 using

the DetEval criterion (%).

Method Recall Precision F-measure

MCLAB-FCN [49] 43.09 70.81 53.58

CTPN [38] 51.56 74.22 60.85

Yao et al. [44] 58.69 72.40 64.77

SCUT-DMPNet [25] 68.22 73.23 70.64

RRPN-2 [27] 72.65 68.53 70.53

our (VGG16-synth) 64.37 74.79 69.18

our (VGG16-synth-icdar) 77.03 79.33 78.16

Table 3: Performances of different methods on ICDAR15 (%).

best method [25] (78.16% vs. 70.64%). Comparing our ap-

proach using different character models, VGG-synth-icdar

performs much better than the VGG-synth model (78.16%

vs. 69.18%). VGG-synth-icdar only adds 1k training image

compared to the VGG-synth model (50k training images).

This indicates that the gain is from more real data, other

than more data.

On COCO, our best model achieves 30.9%, 45.2% and

36.8% in recall, precision and F-measure, respectively. It

takes over Yao’s method by 3.5% in total F-measure. VGG-

synth-coco also performs much better than the VGG-synth

model, demonstrating the introduction of real text images

helps a lot in training better character models.

Fig. 7 illustrates some detection samples from the IC-

DAR13, ICDAR15 and COCO-Text test images. By ex-

ploiting rich word annotations from real text image datasets,

our model becomes more robust and can thus successfully

detect various challenging texts, e.g. blurry, perspective dis-

tortion, handwritten/art fonts, extreme illumination and etc.,

which are hard to be synthesized using computers.

Computational Time For a 500×500 image, the charac-

ter network takes about 500ms using an Nvidia Tesla K40

GPU. The text line generation and word partition proce-

dures together take about 20ms using a 2GHz CPU.

3.5. Applied to Various Scenarios

We apply our pipeline to various challenging scenarios,

including advertising images, deformed document texts and

math expressions. A character model is trained by a pri-

vately collected text image datasets about these scenarios,
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Figure 7: Sample qualitative results using the VGG16-synth model (top) and the models trained by word supervision (bottom) on the

benchmark scene text datasets. Yellow and red rectangles illustrate the correctly and wrongly detected text lines, respectively.

Figure 8: Applied to various scenarios. The top row shows detected characters, with colors indicating character scores (indexed by

colormap in Matlab). The bottom row shows results of structure analysis.

Method Recall Precision F-measure

A [39] 23.3 83.78 36.48

B [39] 10.7 89.73 19.14

C [39] 4.7 18.56 7.47

Yao et al.[44] 27.1 43.2 33.3

our (VGG16-synth) 26.8 42.6 32.5

our (VGG16-synth-coco) 30.9 45.2 36.8

Table 4: Performance of different methods on the COCO-Text

(%). Notice that the annotations are obtained under the participa-

tion of method A, B and C. It is thus not fair to be compared with

these methods. Yet, they are listed here for reference.

consisting of 2k character-level annotated images and 30k
line-level annotated images (only images with straight text

lines are involved). The training approach is similar as in

Section 3.2. Text lines are generated by the approach in

Section 2.4. Fig. 8 illustrates the character detection (top

row) and text line generation (bottom row) results on some

representative images. Our approach can handle text lines

with various languages and extreme deformations. It is also

worth noting that Chinese has a vast number of character

classes, where some of them may not be seen by the 2k
character-level annotated images. However, we empirically

found that the initial model can still help recovering center

masks of many unseen characters given only text line an-

notations. One possible reason is that the unseen chracters

may share similar substructures or strokes with the charac-

ters seen by the initial model.

We also show application for math expression recogni-

tion (see the last column of Fig. 8). Math expressions are

non-sequential, and hence sequential text recognition tech-

nique is not applicable. Given detected characters, we can

recognize each of them, producing a set of math symbols.

4. Conclusion

Character based text detection methods are flexible to be

applied in various scenarios. We present a weakly super-

vised approach to enable the use of real word-level anno-

tated text images for training. We show the representation

power of character models can be significantly strength-

ened. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness

of our weakly supervised approach and the flexibility of our

text detection pipeline.
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